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TITON HOLDINGS PLC 
Condititoning 
Initiation of our coverage was 16 March 2016 at 101.5p. In February 2018, the 
price was 215p and it stayed north of £2 for another year. In fiscal 2019, though, 
Titon weathered a perfect storm most notably in its largest profit earner, South 
Korea. Titon’s PBT dropped by a fifth and, now, early in fiscal 2020, a profit 
warning. Titon is a veteran with branded products and core financial strength. 
It is battening down the hatches and cutting costs. It will prevail.   

► AGM:  On 18 February, Titon announced that trading conditions across its 
markets in the first four months of the year were tougher than anticipated; as  
a result, the board anticipates that underlying PBT for the year ending  
30 September 2020 will be materially below management’s expectations. 

► UK:  Sales of ventilation systems have risen slightly in the early fiscal year but 
window and door hardware have been lower than expected, as the UK economy 
showed little or no growth and “competition intensified”. Nor has Titon seen 
any uplift in trading in 2020 following the General Election. 

► South Korea:  Activity levels in the new-build market have continued to fall as 
the Government intervenes to slow house price growth through restricting 
lending. This means that full-year sales at Titon Korea are expected to be 
ca.10% lower than forecast in December 2019. 

► Action:  Management is disappointed that current trading has continued to be 
challenging. However, it has taken steps to manage the cost base by reducing 
headcount and continuing “to bear down” on all costs in the business. Note, too, 
net cash at the end of January was just over £4m. 

► Condititoning:  In the past 12 months, Titon’s total shareholder return (TSR) has 
been minus 39%. Remember, though, in the calendar years 2016 through 2018, 
its TSR averaged 31% p.a. The company was founded in 1972 and is empirically 
equipped to deal with slings and arrows. Hardman & Co’s formal association 
with Titon ends this month (hence no forecasts) but we will be cheering from 
the bleachers. 

Financial summary and valuation 
Year-end Sep (£m) 2018 2019 
Net revenue 29.8 27.2 
EBITDA 2.67 2.58 
Underlying EBIT 2.02 1.81 
Underlying PBT 2.77 2.15 
Underlying EPS (p) 18.2 14.5 
Statutory EPS (p) 18.2 12.8 
Net (debt)/cash 3.4 4.6 
Shares issued (m) 11.1 11.1 
P/E (x) 5.1 6.4 
EV/EBITDA (x) 3.2 2.8 
DPS (p) 4.75 4.75 
Dividend yield 5.1% 5.1% 
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Market data 
EPIC/TKR TON 
Price (p) 92.5 
12m High (p) 170.0 
12m Low (p) 75.0 
Shares (m) 11.1 
Mkt Cap (£m) 10.3 
EV (£m) 7.1 
Free Float* 97% 
Market AIM 

*As defined by AIM Rule 26 

Description 
Titon designs, manufactures and 
supplies a comprehensive range of 
passive and powered ventilation 
products; plus, handles, hinges and 
locking for doors and windows. “The 
home of domestic ventilation systems 
and door and window hardware”.  

 

Company information 
Executive Chairman Keith Ritchie 
Chief Executive David Ruffell 

 

+44 1206 713 800 
www.titonholdings.com   

 

Key shareholders 
Rights & Issues IT 11.4% 
MI Discretionary UF                    7.2% 
Chairman 8.9% 
Other Directors 7.9% 
Founder/NED 15.7% 
Family 6.8% 
  

Diary 
14 May  Interim results 
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AGM Statement: 18 February 2020  
“As I noted in the 2019 preliminary results announcement on 12 December 2019, 
we continued to face political and economic uncertainties into our 2020 financial 
year, which made for a challenging first two months. These trends have continued 
and trading conditions across our geographies in the first four months of the year 
have been tougher than we anticipated; as a result, we anticipate that underlying 
profit before tax for the year ending 30 September 2020 will be materially below 
management's expectations. 

“Sales in our Ventilation Systems business in the UK have risen slightly compared to 
the same period in 2019, but sales of our window and door hardware products in 
the UK have been lower than we expected as the UK economy suffered a very weak 
fourth quarter in 2019 and competition intensified. Despite reduced political 
uncertainty, we have not yet seen any uplift in trading in 2020 following the 2019 
General Election and the UK leaving the EU on 31 January 2020.  

“Activity levels in the Korean new-build market have continued to fall as the 
Government there has intervened to slow house price growth through restricting 
lending. This means that full year sales by Titon Korea are expected to be some 10% 
lower than we forecast at the time of the release of the preliminary results 
announcement in December 2019. Ventilation Systems sales in Europe have been 
significantly weaker than expected caused by customers over-stocking last year 
because of the original Brexit dates and by the postponement of a number of 
projects in Germany due to the weak economy there. Our Hardware business in the 
USA is also trading below expected levels. 

“We are clearly disappointed that current trading has continued to be challenging 
for the first four months of the financial year, but we have taken steps to manage 
our cost base by reducing our workforce and continuing to bear down on all costs 
in the business for the rest of the year. Our financial position remains strong, with 
net cash balances at the end of January 2020 amounting to £4.03m. 

“We will be reporting more fully on the first six months' trading in our Interim Report 
for the six-month period to 31 March 2020, which is due to be published on 14 May 
2020.” 
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Disclaimer 
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services and all information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly 
available sources that are believed to be reliable. However, no guarantee, warranty or representation, express or implied, can be given by Hardman & Co as to the 
accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this research and they are not responsible for any errors or omissions or results obtained from 
use of such information. Neither Hardman & Co, nor any affiliates, officers, directors or employees accept any liability or responsibility in respect of the information 
which is subject to change without notice and may only be correct at the stated date of their issue, except in the case of gross negligence, fraud or wilful misconduct. 
In no event will Hardman & Co, its affiliates or any such parties be liable to you for any direct, special, indirect, consequential, incidental damages or any other 
damages of any kind even if Hardman & Co has been advised of the possibility thereof.    

This research has been prepared purely for information purposes, and nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy 
or sell any security, product, service or investment. The research reflects the objective views of the analyst(s) named on the front page and does not constitute 
investment advice.  However, the companies or legal entities covered in this research may pay us a fixed fee in order for this research to be made available. A full 
list of companies or legal entities that have paid us for coverage within the past 12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/legals/research-
disclosures. Hardman may provide other investment banking services to the companies or legal entities mentioned in this report. 

Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which restricts staff and consultants’ dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies or legal entities 
which pay Hardman & Co for any services, including research. No Hardman & Co staff, consultants or officers are employed or engaged by the companies or legal 
entities covered by this document in any capacity other than through Hardman & Co.  

Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for their own account or for other parties and neither do they undertake investment business. We may provide 
investment banking services to corporate clients. Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, they do not publish records of their past 
recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a research note, such as a DCF or peer comparison, this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of 
possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further notes on these securities, companies and legal entities but has no 
scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities, companies and legal entities without notice. 

The information provided in this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or 
use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Hardman & Co or its affiliates to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. 

Some or all alternative investments may not be suitable for certain investors. Investments in small and mid-cap corporations and foreign entities are speculative 
and involve a high degree of risk. An investor could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Investments may be leveraged and performance may 
be volatile; they may have high fees and expenses that reduce returns. Securities or legal entities mentioned in this document may not be suitable or appropriate 
for all investors. Where this document refers to a particular tax treatment, the tax treatment will depend on each investor’s particular circumstances and may be 
subject to future change. Each investor’s particular needs, investment objectives and financial situation were not taken into account in the preparation of this 
document and the material contained herein. Each investor must make his or her own independent decisions and obtain their own independent advice regarding 
any information, projects, securities, tax treatment or financial instruments mentioned herein. The fact that Hardman & Co has made available through this 
document various information constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any financial instrument is 
suitable or appropriate for you. Each investor should consider whether an investment strategy of the purchase or sale of any product or security is appropriate for 
them in the light of their investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.  

This document constitutes a ‘financial promotion’ for the purposes of section 21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (United Kingdom) (‘FSMA’) and 
accordingly has been approved by Capital Markets Strategy Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).  

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise, without prior permission from Hardman & Co. By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the limitations set out in this notice. 
This notice shall be governed and construed in accordance with English law. Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an appointed representative of 
Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the FCA under registration number 600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies 
House with number 8256259. 

(Disclaimer Version 8 – Effective from August 2018) 

Status of Hardman & Co’s research under MiFID II 
Some professional investors, who are subject to the new MiFID II rules from 3rd January, may be unclear about the status of Hardman & Co research and, 
specifically, whether it can be accepted without a commercial arrangement. Hardman & Co’s research is paid for by the companies, legal entities and issuers about 
which we write and, as such, falls within the scope of ‘minor non-monetary benefits’, as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II. 

In particular, Article 12(3) of the Directive states: ‘The following benefits shall qualify as acceptable minor non-monetary benefits only if they are: (b) ‘written 
material from a third party that is commissioned and paid for by a corporate issuer or potential issuer to promote a new issuance by the company, or where the 
third party firm is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce such material on an ongoing basis, provided that the relationship is clearly disclosed in 
the material and that the material is made available at the same time to any investment firms wishing to receive it or to the general public…’ 

The fact that Hardman & Co is commissioned to write the research is disclosed in the disclaimer, and the research is widely available. 

The full detail is on page 26 of the full directive, which can be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/mifid-delegated-regulation-
2016-2031.pdf 

In addition, it should be noted that MiFID II’s main aim is to ensure transparency in the relationship between fund managers and brokers/suppliers, and eliminate 
what is termed ‘inducement’, whereby free research is provided to fund managers to encourage them to deal with the broker. Hardman & Co is not inducing the 
reader of our research to trade through us, since we do not deal in any security or legal entity.  

http://www.hardmanandco.com/legals/research-disclosures
http://www.hardmanandco.com/legals/research-disclosures
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